2BM MOBILE WORK ORDER.

FIELD SERVICE REDEFINED: FAST, INTUITIVE & PREDICTIVE.

Are you looking to mobilize your maintenance or service processes? Then 2BM Mobile Work Order can help free your maintenance and service technicians from complicated and dated user interfaces, manual and slow data synchronization and pen and paper. The solution mobilizes SAP Plant Maintenance or SAP Customer Service into a powerful and easy-to-use consumer grade app based on SAPUI5 and powered by SAP Cloud Platform, to solve pains such as manual data synchronization, high licence & service costs, dated user interfaces and platform dependency. 2BM Work Order also supports IoT and sensor-based notifications and work orders.

STRONG BENEFITS.

• Increase safety/regulatory compliance - standardize service & repair processes
• Cut costs - by removing paper and unnecessary data input
• Increase productivity (wrench time/throughput) - by reducing planning and travel time
• Eliminate errors - by avoiding double registration/bad handwriting or incomplete check lists
• High user adoption - through easy-to-use, user-centric design and consumer-grade UX
• Works offline - fully functional when working outside of network coverage
• IoT enabled - let the equipment create the work orders

STRONG FEATURES.

• Work Order Overview - view information on when and where work orders should be executed
• Create Notifications - fill in information about the task and submit pictures of errors and flaws
• Task Editing - view detailed information on tasks, confirm tasks and take measurements
• Locate Equipment - GPS integration shows technical objects in the vicinity of the user
• Online & Offline - all changes are stored locally and synchronized without delay
• Runs on any device and on all platforms

GET STARTED.

2BM offers competitive prices and future proof technology. The package includes 2BM Mobile Work Order and SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services. Get in touch and we will provide you with the details to get started. 2BM Mobile Work Order can be implemented and ready to use in less than six weeks.
ABOUT 2BM.

2BM is a leading SAP consulting and software development company that brings tomorrow’s technology into today’s business practices. In 2000, the company was founded with a purpose to support forward-thinking and quality-conscious companies and organizations, primarily with mobile Enterprise solutions. Since then, the company has grown from being one of Denmark’s and the Nordic region’s leading specialist companies to being a strategic full service provider focused on delivering optimized business value across technologies, platforms and products.

2BM is a member of the United VARs network - the largest global alliance of SAP channel partners. The network covers more than 80 countries and gives our clients access to more than 7,500 highly qualified and experienced SAP consultants.

2BM Mobile Work Order runs on both SAP ECC and SAP S/4HANA. The software is certified by and co-innovated with SAP. As an OEM certified reseller of the SAP Cloud Platform, 2BM is a SAP Platinum partner and SAP certified Rapid Deployment Solutions Partner.
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